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Next Run No: 1683
Date: 29/10/2012
Start: Norsworthy Bridge
On Down: TBC
Hares: Glani
Right, so, hashing for those that didn’t turn up is an all weather sport, that means ALL
weather! Even if you can’t see where you are which ways up down or underwater, as one
hasher commented
“It would have been alright; if there had been a bit more wind, rain and more wet”
Anyone else know what the wet is? I’m not sure if the run was long, short, hilly, flat or I
was lost but the hares did a staggering job of putting down just enough flour to keep it
interesting, someone said we got to the sea? More virgins appear every week and this
time they showed everyone how it’s done by apparently trying to swim a loch, I think they
might have taken the hash all the way to Scotland, check out TVH3.co.uk and below for
definitions on Hash symbols:
Turn around

Catch your breath
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Call “On On” as loudly as possible

Turn Left

Somewhere else

The end is nigh!
Remember, don’t trust the virgins!
The start of the hash saw people reluctant to leave their cars in the onslaught, but that was
ok; Stammer said she needed to practise swallowing for her course, and was then seen
asking for volunteers, I think there was some context somewhere too?
Hot Rocks turned up late, ran the hash by himself and was then found in the pub asking
where it went. Turns out no one knew but there was a river-road, a long short split and we
weren’t in the Tamar valley so why should we know?
Posh Pinny turned up on time but had a tantrum whilst driving the car, but was still
gracious enough to lend the incredibly organised scribes a pen, lucky this comes out every
week or we’d be short of paper too! Ernie also forgot his shoes, maybe he bought flippers
instead?
Scupper Sucker has become a Granddad, congratulations and a warm Hash welcome to
our newest member!
And so what’s on next? Read on to find out:
The Hash Rock Out 2nd climbing event 25th November at The Barn, Milton Abbott Climbing
wall. £6 for adults, £4.50 for kids, shoe and harness hire not included but winter BBQ with
food included in the price! Bring your own beer and arm muscle – See any of the
dingleberries for vague information
The hash quiz evening 1st December organised by the questionably dressed spike, tickets
£2, bring your own booze. There will be a half time break for oranges, refreshments and
local takeaways
The Twelfth night ball, on the 5th of January 2013, first hash event of the new-year,
dressing up is a must, fancy or posh, you choose! Prices to be announced but expect a
band, bar and other festive treats!
Finally, Hash t-shirts, see your local Hasherdabber for great rates! Actually there are no
prices yet but show some more interest, give him a kick and
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